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1. Names of major components of portable spot welding gun 
    1‐1 Ｃ-Type（OＣ-Type） 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NO 名  称 NAME NO 名  称 NAME 

1 キャップチップ CAP TIP 9 シリンダーカバー CYLINDER COVER

2 ストレートシャンク STRAIGHT SHANK 10 シリンダーブッシュ CYLINDER BUSH 

3 ネジアダプター SCREW ADAPTER 11 回り止めサポーター TURNING STOP 
SUPPORTER 

4 曲リシャンク BEND SHANK 12 ブッシング BUSHING 

5 アーム ARM 13 回り止めステー TURNING STOP 
STAY 

6 シリンダー CYLINDER 14 ストッパー受ナット CATCH STOPPER 
NUT 

7 ピストン PISTON 15 2 段ストッパー STOPPER 

8 ピストンロッド PISTON ROD 16 ニギリスイッチ GRIP SWITCH 
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    1‐2 Ｘ-Type（OＸ-Type） 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NO 名  称 NAME NO 名  称 NAME 

1 キャップチップ CAP TIP 11 シリンダー CYLINDER 

2 ストレートシャンク STRAIGHT SHANK 12 ピストン PISTON 

3 ネジアダプター SCREW ADAPTER 13 ピストンロッド PISTON ROD 

4 曲リシャンク BEND SHANK 14 シリンダーカバー CYLINDER COVER

5 アーム（１） ARM(1) 15 クレビス CLEVIS 

6 アーム（２） ARM(2) 16 絶縁プレート INSULATION 
PLATE 

7 絶縁ワッシャー INSULATION 
WASHER 17 ストッパー STOPPER 

8 絶縁ブッシュ INSULATION BUSH 18 主軸板 MAIN AXIS PLATE

9 主軸ピン MAIN AXIS PIN 19 ニギリスイッチ GRIP SWITCH 

10 支軸ピン SUPPORT AXIS PIN 20   
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2. Installing the portable spot welding gun and portable transformer 
    

※Example of portable spot welding components combination（Fig. 1） 

 
2‐1． Method of fixing kickless cable 
（１） For fixing the kickless cable to the secondary side terminals of the welding gun 

transformer, procure the transformer side mounting components show in Fig. 2, and 

carryout firm fixing using bolts and nuts so that no electric erosion occurs in kickless 

cable terminals, type G and I terminals, and in the transformer secondary side 

terminals.  Also, after installing the gun and cable (after starting spot welding) 

carryout again the tightening of nuts and bolts within five days.   

（２） For fixing the kickless cable to the welding gun, procure the gun side mounting 

components shown in Fig.2, carry out firm fixing of the double threaded nuts for 

mounting, bolts and nuts, etc., so that there is no electric erosion in the welding gun 

and type H terminals, the kickless cable, terminals and auxiliary cables, etc.  Also, 

after installing the gun and cable (after starting spot welding) carry out again the 

tightening of double threaded nuts, bolts, and nuts within five days. 

 

2‐2． Method of installing the cooling water hoses and kickless cable     

Since heat is generated in the parts of the welding gun, the kickless cable, and in the 

auxiliary cable when current is passed for carrying out spot welding, it is necessary to 

completely cool this heat.  Care should be taken because the welding current 

decreases if the temperature increases.  See Fig. 3 for the method of passing cooling 

water for the welding gun and the kickless cable.   

 

2‐3． Method of selecting the spring balancer         

Always use a spring balancer in order to make the spot welding operation of the 

welding gun easy.  As a guideline for selecting the spring balancer specifications, 

take the sum of the weights of the welding gun and of kickless cable as the weight for 

selecting the spring balancer.   
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Fig. 1: Example of portable spot welding component combination 
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Fig. 2: Mounting method of kickless cable 
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Fig. 3: Method of passing water for the gun and cable 
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3.  Precautions in handling portable spot welding gun 
（１） At the time of installing the welding gun, as far as possible, use the welding gun so 

that it moves lightly thereby making the spot welding operation easy.   

（２） The cap type electrode tips are recommended. 

（３） Use of the straight type shank is recommended. 

（４） Use of the straight type tip holder is recommended. 

（５） During operation keep the arm, cylinder, etc. off welding workpiece.  When it is 

unavoidable for them to come into contact with the workpiece, give an insulating 

coating on the contacting parts. (The coating material, GUN COAT, can be obtained 

from our company.)   

（６） Before starting the work, always make sure that the cooling water is flowing at the 

stipulated rate.   

The guidelines for the cooling water are--- 

① The cooling water inlet temperature should be 30℃ or lower. 

② Use the equipment so that the cooling water outlet temperature is within 5℃ 

above the inlet water temperature. 

③ Supply the cooling water so that the cooling water outlet flow rate is 5 liters or 

more per minute for each portable spot gun.   

④ The quality of the cooling water should, as far as possible, be so good as not to 

contain any impurities.   

（７） For the secondary cables, use our company’s kickless cable and auxiliary cable that 

offer maximum flexibility.   

（８） In view of maintainability, as far as possible, use only a limited number of models of 

welding  

（９） Carry out tightening of the fixing between the welding gun main body and the 

kickless cable terminals everyday. (Tightening of the double threaded nut, bolts, and 

nuts for mounting) 

（１０） The screw adapters that are frequently used in the recent times absorb more 

electric power through the tapered part, be sure to use always conductive type grease 

when replacing or inserting the screw adapters and firmly tighten them.  (It is not 

permissible to use the ordinary non-conductive type machine grease.) 
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4.  Maintenance & Repair of portable spot welding gun 
Carry out inspection and repair according to the following items.   

4‐1． When welding is not possible during operation 
（When the electric current does not flow） 

NO 
Locations to be checked when no electric 
current flows Countermeasures 

1 Abnormality in the timer contactor (control unit) Check and repair of the control unit 

2 
Open circuits in the kickless cable or the auxiliary 
cable 

Replace the kickless cable and the auxiliary 
cable with new ones 

3 

Abnormality in the connections between the gun 
and the terminals, or the gun and the cable 
terminals due to electric erosion 
 
Inspection of each connection part 

Grind (and polish) the electrically eroded 
parts of the mounting connections and firmly 
tighten them again 

4 

Abnormalities due to insufficient tightening of the 
gun tip part and the screw adapter 
 
Inspection of the screw adapter set part 

Replace the screw adapter with a new one 
At the time of installing the new screw 
adapter, always make sure to apply a coat of 
conductive type grease at the tapered screw 
part and firmly tighten it 

5 

Abnormalities in installing the gun tip part, tip 
base, bent shank, straight shank, etc 
 
Inspection of the tip base, bent shank, straight 
shank, etc 

When insufficient tightening of the mounting 
parts has caused electric erosion of the 
mounting parts, not only replace the parts 
with new ones, but also grind and polish the 
accepting part on the gun side and firmly 
tighten the screws, etc., again 

6 

Defective insulation between the upper arm and 
the lower arm in the case of a type X gun, defective 
insulation between the upper arm and the cylinder 
body in the case of a type C gun 
 
(Measure and inspect the insulation resistance 
between the upper arm and the lower arm, and 
between the upper arm and the cylinder body) 

Replace the insulating material (bakelite, 
etc.,) between the upper arm and the lower 
arm (type X gun) or between the upper arm 
and the cylinder body (type C gun) with new 
parts 

7 
Inspect open circuits in the fuses and circuit 
breakers of the welding power supply switch and 
the control power supply switch 

When there is an open circuit in the fuses 
and circuit breakers, either replace the 
component or carry out repair work 

8 

Abnormalities in the gripping switch for operating 
the welding gun or abnormalities due to breaks in 
the lead cabtyre cable for the gripping switch 
during spot welding 
 
Inspection of the microswitch for the gripping 
switch 
 
Inspection of the lead cabtyre cable 

Replace the microswitch for the gripping 
switch with a new one 
 
Replace the lead gap tie cord with a new one 

 ※The conductive type grease coated at the time of mounting the screw adapter is available from 

our company. 
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4‐2． When the welding gun does not operate during operation 
（When the operation of electrode pressing is not possible） 

※In order to use the cylinder for applying pressure to the gun electrode in the optimum 
condition, it is recommended to carry out periodic inspection (at every 300,000 spots or every 3 
months) depending on the conditions of use.  However, if the gun becomes inoperative in the 
middle of spot welding operations, carry out inspections and repairs according to the following 
items. 

NO 
Locations to be inspected when no 
pressure is applied to the electrode tip Countermeasures 

1 

Defective operation due to generation of 
scratches on the piston and piston rod inside 
the cylinder and on the internal surface of the 
cylinder 
 
Inspection of the cylinder body, cylinder cover 
piston, piston rod, etc. 

Disassemble the cylinder body and carry out 
repairs of scratches on the internal surface of the 
cylinder body.   
 
Carry out repairs of scratches on the external 
surface of the piston 
 
Carry out repairs of scratches on the external 
surface of the piston rod 
 
Carry out repairs of scratches on the internal 
surface of the cylinder cover 
 
When each operation has been completed, carry 
out installation of new components (O-rings, oil 
seals, etc.,) and complete the final assembly work 

2 

Abnormalities caused by excessive looseness 
due to slackness in the cylinder installation 
and in the bolts and nuts for installing the 
cylinder 
 
Inspection of each part of the cylinder 

After the repairing of looseness in each part has 
been completed, carry out firm tightening of the 
bolts and nuts 

3 

Air leak abnormalities in the cylinder body 
and its peripheries 
 
Inspection of the cylinder body and its 
peripheries 

Carry out disassembling and repair of the cylinder 
body and replacement of each part with new one 
(O-rings, oil seals, packing materials, hose 
opening, etc.,), and the part replacement work is 
completed, carry out firm tightening of the nuts 
and bolts 

4 

Abnormalities in the type X gun main axis 
section and supporting axis section 
 
Inspection of the main axis section (main axis 
pin, main axis bush, insulating material, etc.)
 
Inspection of the supporting axis section 
(supporting axis pin, supporting axis bush, 
insulating material, etc.) 

Disassemble the main axis section and the 
supporting axis section and check if there is any 
foreign matter there 
 
Replace each component of the main axis section 
and the supporting axis section with new 
components and carry out assembly work again 
while making sure to firmly tighten the bolts, 
nuts, and screws 
 
Components to be replaced: main axis pin, 
support axis  pin, main axis bush, support axis 
bush, insulating materials, fixing bolts and nuts, 
etc 
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4‐3． When the temperature of the welding gun body increased during 
operation 

 

NO 
Locations to be inspected when the 
temperature of the gun body has 
increased 

Countermeasures 

1 

Abnormality of temperature rises in the 
upper arm and lower arm of type X gun, and 
in the upper arm, cylinder, and piston rod of 
type C gun 
 
Inspection of the above parts 

The temperature rises in the upper arm and lower 
arm of type X gun, of the upper arm, cylinder, and 
piston rod of type C gun are caused mainly by 
defective supply of cooling water, blocking of the 
cooling water pipe due to foreign objects in the 
pipe, or due to abnormalities in the method of 
supplying water to the cooling water hoses 
 
Therefore, carry out cleaning of the defective 
locations, changes and repairs in the method of 
water supply, etc 
 
※When some foreign objects has entered inside 
the cooling water pipe, remove it using a thin 
metal wire or by blowing compressed air through 
the pipe, etc 

2 

Heat generation abnormalities due to electric 
erosion in the screw adapter of the gun tip 
part, shank, tip base, bent shank, tip, etc 
 
Inspect each part of mounting the gun tip 
part 

Carry out replacement of the screw adapter, 
shank, tip base, bent shank, tip, etc., with new 
components 
 
In addition, carry out repairs on the internal 
surface of the gun tip part 

3 

Abnormalities of heat generation in the 
cylinder body, hangers, and hanger mounting 
plate, etc 
 
Disassemble and inspect the above parts 

The heat generation in the cylinder body can be 
caused by breakdown of the insulating material at 
the cylinder mounting part or breakdown of the 
insulating material in the hanger mounting part 
 
In this case, replace these insulating materials 
with new ones 
 
In addition, when there is a magnetic material 
(ferromagnetic material such as iron, steel, etc.,) 
on the top arm of the type X gun or between the 
top arm and the piston rod of a type C gun, the 
heat generation may be caused by magnetism 

4 

Abnormalities due to electric erosion of the 
parts of mounting the terminals for the 
welding gun and the kickless cable 
 
Disassemble the above parts and inspect for 
abnormalities 

Disassemble the welding gun and kickless cable 
terminal mounting parts, repair by grinding and 
polishing the electrically eroded parts and carry 
out firm mounting using new bolts and nuts, and 
carry out their thorough tightening 
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4‐4．Causes and countermeasures of indentation formed on the welded 
workpiece during operation 

 

NO 
Cause of generation of spot welding 
indentation Countermeasures 

1 
When there is poor mating between the 
workpieces being welded 

Carry out shape correction of press-die or sheet 
metal repair work 

2 
Abnormalities in the shapes of the welding 
gun electrodes and tip ends 

Carry out dressing and repair work of the 
electrode and tip ends (use a tip dresser) 

3 

Mismatch between the shapes of the back 
electrode of the welding jig and the welded 
workpiece (When there is poor mating 
between the back electrode, back bar, and the 
work) 

Carry out repair work of the back electrode and 
the back bar, or replace the back electrode and 
back bar 

4 
Defects in determining the spot welding 
conditions during operation 

See the table of welding conditions in an attached 
sheet (Fig. 4) 
 
Carry out modified settings of the following three 
conditions: 
 
The current flow duration 
 
The electrode pressure 
 
The welding current during welding 

5 
Abnormalities due to rust, oily dirt, etc., on 
the surface of the workpiece to be welded 

Wipe clean any rust and oily dirt on the surface of 
the workpiece to be welded 
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■ Cautions on use 
 
      （１） Read the instruction manual before using the equipment. 
  
      （２） Do not insert hands, etc. between electrodes of the gun when connecting the power 

supply to the controller.   
 
      （３） Check, clean, re-tighten, and re-lubricate each section, and replace perishable items as 

required according to the use frequency.   
 

（４） Any questions regarding product should be address to our sales staff or the head office 
or sales office indicated below.   

 
      （５） We are not liable for theft and crime prevention of the gun.   
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